Non-Markovian modification of the golden rule rate expression.
The reformulation of the standard golden rule approach considered in this paper for treating reactive tunneling reduces the computation of the reaction rate to a derivation of band shapes for energy levels of reactant and product states. This treatment is based on the assumption that the medium environment is actively involved as a partner in the energy exchange with the reactive subsystem but its reorganization effect is negligible. Starting from the quantum relaxation equation for the density matrix, the required band shapes are represented in terms of the spectral density function, exhibiting the continuum spectrum inherent to the interaction between the reactants and the medium in the total reactive system. The simplest Lorentzian spectral bands, obtained under Redfield approximation, proved to be unsatisfactory because they produced a divergent rate expression at low temperature. The problem is resolved by invoking a refined spectral band shape, which behaves as Lorentzian one at the band center but decays exponentially at its tails. The corresponding closed non-Markovian rate expression is derived and investigated taking as an example the photochemical H-transfer reaction between fluorene and acridine proceeding in the fluorene molecular crystal. The kinetics in this reactive system was thoroughly studied experimentally in a wide temperature range [B. Prass et al., Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chem. 102, 498 (1998)].